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WILLIAM HEINZER, CHRISTEL ROTITIAUS AND SYLVIA WIEGAND
1. Introduction
Over the past forty years many examples in commutative algebra have been con-
structed using the following principle: Let k be a field, let S k[xl Xn]x,xn)
be a localized polynomial ring over k, and let a be an ideal in the completion S of
S such that the associated prims of a are in the generic formal fiber of S; that is,
p N S (0) for each p Ass(S/a):. Then S embeds in S/a, the fraction field Q(S)
of S embeds in the fraction ring of S/a, and for certain choices of a, the intersection
D Q(S) f3 (S/a) is a local Noetherian domain with completion D S/a.
Examples constructed by this method include Nagata’s first examples of non-
excellent rings [N], Ogoma’s celebrated counterexample to Nagata’s catenary con-
jecture [O1], [O2], examples of Rotthaus and Brodmann [R1], JR2], [BR1], [BR2],
and examples of Nishimura and Weston [Ni], [W]. In fact all examples we know of
local Noetherian reduced rings which contain and are of finite transcendence degree
over a coefficient field may be realized using this principle.
The key to these examples is usually the behavior ofthe formal fibers ofthe domain
D. A major problem in this setting is to identify and classify ideals in the formal
fiber of S according to the properties of the intersection domain D Q(S) tq (S/a).
The goal of this paper is to study the significance of the choice of the ideal a in this
construction.
In many of the examples mentioned above, the expression D Q(S) N (S/a) may
be interpreted so that D is an intersection of the completion of a local Noetherian
domain R with a subfield. In this paper we consider this latter form. More precisely
we use the following setting throughout this paper.
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Setting. Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local domain with field of fractions
K and completion (R, ). Suppose that r rn are elements of which are
algebraically independent over R and that t tn are indeterminates over K. For
S R[r rn](m.r rn) and L the fraction field of S, we consider in this paper
intermediate tings of the form A L N R. It is immediate that:
(1) The completion of R[r rn](na.r, ).s isomorphic to R[[t tn]].
(2) For. a (tl rl, t2 .’t’2 tn rn) in R[[tl tn]], R a O.
(3) R[[tl t, ll/a R.
Thus,.. with S R[tl tn](m.tb,.,tn) and a =.(tl "t’l, t2 "t’2 tn r,) in
R[[tl tn]], we have Q(Sn) (Sn/a) L R. That is, the expression from the
above paragraphsnow has the form L N , where L is a field between K and the
fraction field of R.
Before we proceed with our summary of this pa...per, we give questions, motivation
and background information on the study of L R, where L is a field between K and
the fraction field of .
Background. Suppose A is a local Noetherian intermediate ring dominating R
(in the sense that the maximal ideal n of A intersects R in m) and dominated by ’.
The local injectve m.orphisms...R A R imply the existence of a canonical
surjection zr" A
----
R, where A is the n-adic cornpletion of A. In this setting it is
well known that A is a topological subspace of R; i.e., zr is an isomorphism, if and
only if every ideal of A is closed in the topology on A defined by t..he powers of .
Since A is assumed to be Noetherian, zr an isomorphism implies R is faithfully fiat
over A, and hence aR A aA for each princal ideal aA of A, ...s A L N R
where L is the field of fractions of A. Thus A R implies A L N R and there can
be at most one Noetherian2 A with
" "
for each intermediate field L between K
and the fraction field K of R.
On the other hand, if L is any intermediate field between K and K, then the ring
A L R is a quasilocal domain dominating R and dominated by R. It is easily seen
that such a ring A is Hausdorff in the topology defined by thee powers of its maximal
ideal, and again the injectiv...e loc morphims R A R imply the existence of
a canonical surjection zr" A
----
R, where A is the completion of A. This leads us to
the question:
What subdomains A of ’have the form L (3 ’, where L is an intermediate
field between K and K?
In considering this question, we have come to realize that it is quite broad, and that
the explicit determination of L (q R is computationally challenging even for relatively
2Without the assumption thatA is Noetherian there are examples where ’= ’and A is non-Noetherian
with the same fraction field as R, see for example B, [Chap. III, pages 119-120, Ex. 14].
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simple examples of R and L. We have also discovered that for many excellent normal
local domains R ofdimension at least two, there exist intermediate fields L between K
and K such that A L fq R fails to be a subspace of R. It can happen that A L N R
is an excellent normal local domain of dimension greater than that of R, or even that
A fails to be Noetherian. In order to exhibit such examples we concentrate in this
paper on elements a an ff which are algebraically independent over K and
satisfy certain additional in..dependence conditions. We plan to continue the study of
domains of the form L N R in [HRW].
Here are some specific results related to the general question of the structure of
L (3 ’.
(1.1) Fo...r a an arbitrary elements of R and L K(a an), the subdomain
A L R is a normal quasilocal birational extension of R[al an]. If the ai are
algebraic over R, then the structure of A is well understood; A is an 6tale extension
of R with completion A R (see [R4]). But if the ai are not algebraic over R, the
situation is more complicated and the structure of A depends on the residual behavior
of the ai modulo various prime ideals of ’.
(1.2) For a specific example of an excellent normal local domain to illustrate these
ideas, we refer to R k[x, Y](x,y), the localization of the polynomial ring over
a field k at the maximal ideal generated by the indeterminates x and y. For this
example R k[[x, y]]. A result of Valabrega [V, Proposition 3] implies that, for
R k[x, Y](x,y), if L is a field between K and the fraction field F of k[x][[y]] or if
L is a field between F and K, then A L f R is a two-dimensional regular local
domain with completion R.
(1.3) On the other hand, again considering R k[x, Y](x,y), it is well known that,
for each positive integer n, the formal power series ring in n variables over k can be
embedded in R k[[x, y]]; in fact k[[x, y]] contains infinitely many analytical
independent elements [A], [AM], [AHW]. However, if a formal power series ring Sn
in n.variables.over k is embedded in R k[[x, y]],.and if R...c_ Sn (...so, in particular,
if Sn L R for some field L between K and K), then S R, so that n 2.
More generally, if A is a local Noetherianfing with completion A and B is a complete
local ring such that B dominates A and A dominates B, then a well-known theorem
of Cohen (cf. [M1, (8.4)]) implies that B A.
(1.4) An example of Nagata shows the existence of a 3-dimensional regular lo-
cal domain D with completion D a formal power series ring in 3 variables over a
field k of characteristic p > 0 for which there exists an intermediate field L be-
tween the fraction fields of D and D such that A D (3 L is non-Noetherian.
In this example, D is not excellent and L is a finite purely inseparable extension
of the fraction field of D. A discussion of this example is given on pages 31-32
of [HRS].
(1.5) An example of Ogoma shows the existence of a four-dimensional excellent
regular local domain, indeed a domain D obtained as a localization of a polynomial
ring in 4 variables over a countable field, for which there exists a field L contained
in the fraction field of D and generated by two elements over the fraction field of D
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such that A D N L is not Noetherian. A discussion of this example is given on
pages 32-34 of [HRS].
(1.6) In [HR], an excellent normal local domain R is said to have the Noetherian
intermediate rings property, (NIR), if for each subfield L of K containing K, the
quasilocal ring L f3 R is Noetherian and has completion ’. Interesting examples of
excellent regular local rings satisfying (NIR) are constructed in [R3] and by Shelburne
in [S].3
(1.7) For a subfield L of K containing K, the following construction considered
in [HRS] is sometimes useful for obtaining information about A L f3 ’. Suppose
(S, n) is an .excellent.nrmal local domain dominating R and el is a prime ideal of
S such that S/q
-
R and tl f3 S (0). Then L, the fraction field of S, embeds in
the fraction field of S/q and with this identification, A L q (S/q) L fq R is a
quasilocal domain birationally dominating S. In 3 we present examples of this type
where A S.
(1.8) Recent work of Heitmann in [HI] and [H2] and Loepp in [L] shows the
richness of the structure of the local domains with a given completion. In [HI],
Heitmann shows that a completelocal ring T is the completion of a local unique
factorization domain (UFD) if (i) T has deth at least 2, and (ii) no nonzero element of
the prime subring of T is a zero divisor of T. In [H2], Heitmann proves that very often
a complete local ring is the completion of a local ring having an isolated singularity.
In particular, for T satisfying (i) and (ii) he shows the existence of a local UFD all
of whose proper localizations are regular that has completion T. His construction is
adopted by his student Loepp to obtain more examples of strange phenomena which
can occur in passing from a local (Noetherian) ring to its completio...n. A central step
in Heitmann’s construction involves passing from a subring D of T to a bigger ring
D’ by adjoining a kind of independent element, similar to the residually algebraically
independent elements defined below and studied in 4 of this article. These residually
algebraically in.dependentelements play an important role in his construction. Certain
relations from T become satisfied in D’ (defined as a limit), but by using the residually
algebraically independent elements, he is able to control the correspondence between
the height-one prime ideals of D and those of D’.
We now summarize the results of the present paper.
Summary ofthis paper. In this paper we consider three concepts of independence
over R for elements rl rn of which are algebraically independent over K (as
in the setting above). We relate these three concepts of independence to flatness con-
ditions of extensions of Krull domains, establish implications among them, and draw
some conclusions concerning their existence and equivalence in special situations.
3We remark that Shelburne in [S] has provided examples answering Question 2.8 of [HR]. He shows
existence for each positive integer d > 3 of an excellent local domain R containing a field of characteristic
p > 0 such that dim(R) =d, the dimension of the generic formal fiber of R is 0, and R is properly
contained in its completion R. In his examples, R has, in fact, infinite transcendence degree over R.
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We also investigate their stability under change of base ring.
We begin our analysis in 2 with the definition of the first independence condition:
the elements rl rn are idealwise independent if K(I Zn) f3 R equals the
localized polynomial ring R[rl rn]m,r n)" We observe that 1 17n mR
are idealwise independent over R if and only if the extension R[rl rn] R
is weakly flat in the sense of the definition given in 2. We also show in 2 that
a sufficient condition for 1 "t"n to be idealwise independent over R is that the
extension R[I Z’n] "-- R satisfies PDE ("pas d’6clatement", or in English "no
blowing up"). At the end of 2 we display in a schematic diagram the relationships
between these concepts and some others, for extensions of Krull domains.
In 3 and 4 we present two methods for obtaining idealwise independent ele-
ments over a countablering R. The method in 3 is to find elements rl rn ,
the maximal ideal of R, so that (1) r r are algebraically independent over the
fraction field of R, and (2) for every prime ideal P of S R[rl rn]m,r )
with dim(S/P) n, the ideal PR is -primary. If (1) and (2) hold, we say that
r Zn are primarily independent over R; we show in (3.4) that primarily inde-
pendent elements are idealwise independent. If R is countable and dim(R) > 2, we
show in (4.5) the existence over R of idealwise independent elements that fail to be
primarily independent.
For every countable excellent normal local domain R of dimension at least two,
wejrove in Theorem 3.9 the existence of an infinite sequence r, 2 of elements
of R which are primarily independent over R. It follows that A K(r, r2 R
is an infinite-dimensional non-Noetherian quasilocal domain. Thus, for the example
R k[x, Y](x,y) with k a countable field, and for every positive integer n or n o3,
there exists an extension An Ln f3 R of R such that dim(An) dim(R) + n. In
particular, the canonical surjection A R has a nonzero kernel.
In 4 we define r mR to be residually algebraically independent over R if r is
algebraicall.y independent over the fraction field of.R and for each height-one prime
ideal P of R such that P R 0, the image of r in R/P is algebraically independent
over R/(P fq R). We extend the concept of residual algebraic independence to a
finite or infinite number of elements r rn mR and observe the equivalence of
residual algebraic independence to the extension R[rl rn] R satisfying PDE.
We show that primary independence == residual algebraic independence :=
idealwise independence. For R of dimension two, we show that primary indepen-
dence is equivalent to residual algebraic independence, but as remarked above, if R
has dimension greater than two, then primary independence is stronger than resid-
ual algebraic independence. We show in (4.7) and (4.9) the existence of idealwise
independent elements that fail to be residually algebraically independent.
In 5 we describe the three concepts of idealwise independence, residual alge-
braic independence, and primary independence in terms of certain flatness condi-
tions on the embedding
"
R[z’I Z’n](m,r rn) R. In 6 we investigate
the stability of these independence concepts under base change, composition and
polynomial extension. We prove in (6.10) the existence of uncountable excellent
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R Henselin
dim(R) = 2
r primarily ind.
r resid, ind.
Figure
normal local domains R such that R contains infinite sets of primarily independent
elements.
We show in 7 that both residual algebraic independence and primary inde-
pendence hold for elements over the original ring R exactly when they hold over
the Henselization Rh of R (7.2). Also idealwise independence descends from the
Henselization to the ring R. If R is Henselian of dimension two, then all three
concepts of independence are equivalent for one element r (Corollary 7.6).
Fig. summarizes some relationships between the independence concepts for one
element of, over a local normal excellent domain (R, m). In the diagram we use
"ind." and "resid." to abbreviate "independent" and "residually algebraic".
In 8 we include a diagram which displays many more relationships among the
independence concepts and other related properties.
2. Idealwise independence, weakly fiat and PDE extensions
First we describe the setting of the idealwise independent concept and we establish
notation to be used throughout the paper.
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2.1. Setting and notation. Let (R, rn) be an excellent normal local domain
of dimension d with field of fractions K and completion (’, rn’), and let
t tn be indeterminates over R. Suppose that rl r, r2 I-#
are algebraically independent over K. For each n > 0, we consider the following
localized polynomial rings:
Sn R[t tn](m,t, tn),
Rn R[I- I-n](m,r, rn),
So R[q,...,tn ](m,t, t. and
R R[I- I-n ](m,r, r. ).
Of course, S# is R-isomorphic to R# and S is R-isomorphic to R with respect
to the R-algebra homomorphism taking ti
--
I-i for each i. When working with a
particular n or cxz, we sometimes define S to be Rn orR. Ifn 0, take Rn R Sn.
The completion S# of Sn is R[[tl t#]], and we have the following commutative
diagram:
Sn R[h tn](m,t, tn)
R S Rn R[I-1 I-n](m,r,
Sn R[[tl tnll
R.
Here the first vertical isomorphm is the R-algebra map taking ti I-i, the restriction
ofthe R-algebra surjection): S#
--
’where ker(Z) (tl I- t# I-n) if;
note that ffN S# (0).
The central definition of this paper is the following:
2.2. Definition. Let (R, m) and I-1 I-n 6 be as in thesetting of (2.1). We
say that I- I-n are idealwise independent over R provided R f3 K (i- I-n)
R#. S.imilarly, an infinite sequence {i-i }A. of algebraically independent elements
of mR is idealwise independent over R if R f3 K ({ I-i }i= 1) R.
2.3. Remarks. (1) A subset of an idealwise independent set I-1 r# over R is
also idealwise independent over R. For example, to see that I-1 I-m are idealwise
independent over R for m < n, let K denote the quotient field of R and observe that
R f3 K(I-1 I’m) R f3 K(I-1 I-n) f’l K(I-1 I’m)
R[I- r#](m,r, r,) Cl K(r I-m) R[I- I-m](na, rl
(2) Idealwise independence is a strng property of the elements I- I-# and of
the embedding morphism qg" Rn R. As we stated in the introduction, it is often
difficult to compute R f3 L when L is an intermediate field between the quotient fields
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of R and R. In order for R t’) L to be an intermediate localized polynomial dn R,,
there can be no new quotients in R other than those in tp(Rn); that is, if f/g R and
f, g Rn, then f/g Rn. This does not happen, for example, if one of the ri is in
the completion of R with respect to a principal ideal; in particular, if dim(R) 1,
then there do not exist idealwise independent elements over R.
The following example illustrates Remark 2.3.2"
2.4 Example. Let R Q[x, Y](x,y), the localized ring of polynomials in two
variables over the rational numbers. The elements rl ex 1, 2 eY 1, and p
ex ey-- rl z’2 of R Q[[x, y]] belong to completions of R with respect to princi-
pal ideals (and so are not idealwise independent). If S R2 Q[x, y, rl, r2](x,y,rl,r2)
and L is the quotient field of S, then the elements
(ex 1)Ix, (ey 1)/y, and (ex eY)/(x y) are certainl in L f) R but not in
S. A result of Valabrega [V, Proposion 3] implies that L f3 R is a two-dimensional
regular local ring with completion R.
In the remainder of this section we discuss some properties of extensions of Krull
domains related to idealwise independence. (A diagram near the end of this section
displays the relationships among these properties.) We start by d,.efining a property
which we prove in (2.7) is satisfied by the extension q: Rn ----+ R"
2.5. Definition. Let A B be an extension of Krull domains. We say that B
is a height-one preserving extension of A if for every height-one prime ideal P of A
with PB # B there exists a height-one prime ideal Q of B with PB Q.
2.6. Remark. If A B is an extension of Krull domains, and if A is factorial,
or more generally, if every height-one prime ideal of A is the radical of a principal
ideal, then B is a height-one preserving extension of A. This is clear from the fact
that every minimal prime divisor of a principal ideal in a Krull domain is of height
one.
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) and rl ff be as in the setting of (2.1).
Then the embedding
b" Rn R[’I "t’n](m, rl r,) R
is a height-one preserving extension.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of (2.1)"
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Let P Rn be a prime ideal of height one. Under the above isomorphism of Rn with
Sn, P correponds to a height-one prime ideal P0 of Sn. The extended ideal PoSn is
reduced and each of its minimal prime...divisors is of heijht one.
The minimal prime divisors Q.in R...of the ideal PR are in 1-1 correspondence
with the minimal prime divisors Q0 in Sn of the ideal
J (Po, tl v51 tn n)Sn (Po,
via Off . Since
"
ker(.) is a...prime ideal of height n with
"
fq Sn =.. (0),
each Q0 is of height n + 1 and each Q is of height one. Therefore Rn -’* R is a
height-one preserving extension.
The concept of idealwise independence is naturally related to other ideal-theoretic
properties. If A ’---> B is an extension of domains and F is the fraction field of A,
then it is well known and easily seen that A B N F : each principal ideal of A
is contracted from B. For an extension A "---> B of Krull domains, the condition that
A B N F, where F is the fraction field of A, is related to the following concepts.
2.8. Definition. Let A ,- B be an extension of Krull domains.
(a) We say that B is weaklyflat over A if every height-one prime ideal P of A with
PB # B satisfies PB A P.
(b) The extension A ,---> B is said to satisfy PDE "pas d’6clatement", or "no
blowing up") if for every height-one prime ideal Q in B, the height of Q q A is at
most one (cf. IF, page 30]).
2.9. Remarks. Let A ,-> B be an extension of Krull domains and let F be the
fraction field of A.
(a) We have B F A each height-one prime of A is the contraction of a
height-one prime of B. If this holds, then B is height-one preserving and weakly flat
over A (cf. [N, (33.5) and (33.6)]).
(b) If A B is fiat, then A B is height-one preserving, weakly flat and
satisfies PDE (cf. [B, Chapitre 7, Proposition 15, page 19]).
(c) If S is a multiplicative system in A consisting of units of B, then A ,---> B is
height-one preserving (respectively weakly fiat, respectively satisfies PDE)
S-1A B is height-one preserving (respectively weakly flat, respectively satisfies
PDE).
2.10. PROPOSITION. If dp" A
-
B is a weakly fiat extension of Krull domains,
then qb is height-one preserving. Moreover, for every height-one prime ideal P ofA
with PB B there is a height-one prime ideal Qo ofB with Qo f3 A P.
Proof. Let P 6 Spec(A) with ht(P) 1. By assumption PB f3 A P.
Therefore the ideal PB of B is contained in an ideal Q of B that is maximal with
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respect to not meeting the multiplicative system A P. It follows that Q is a prime
ideal of B and Q N A P. Let a P (0) and let Q0
_
Q be a minimal prime
divisor of aB. Then Qo has height one and (0)
-
Q0 f3 A c_ P; thus Q0 tq A P.
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let A B be an extension of Krull domains which is
height-one preserving and satisfies PDE. Then B is weaklyfiat over A.
Proof. Let P Spec(A) with ht(P) 1. Then PB is contained in a prime ideal
Q of B of height one. The PDE hypothesi on A
-
B implies that Q 3 A has height
one. It follows that Q tq A P and thus PB tq A P. E]
2.12. COROLLARY. Let (R, m) and rl,. rn mR be as in.the setting of(2.1).
Let S R[Z’l "t’n](m,r r.). If S
-
R satisfies PDE, then R is weaklyflat over
S.
Proof. This is immediate from (2.7) and (2.11).
2.13. Example. Without assuming that the extension is height-one preserving,
it can happen that an extension A B of Krull domains satisfies PDE and yet B
fails to be weakly flat over A. This is the case, for example, if A k[x, y, z, w]
k[X, Y, Z, W]/(XY ZW), where k is a field and X, Y, Z, W are indeterminates
over k, and B A[x/z]. Since x/z w/y, B k[y, z, x/z] is a polynomial ring
in three variables over k and the height-one prime ideal P (y, z)A extends in B
to a prime ideal of height two. Another way to describe this example is to let r, s,
be indeterminates over a field k, and let A k[r, s, rt, st] C k[r, s, t] B. Then
A B satisfies PDE since B is an intersection oflocalizations of A, but P (r, s)A
is a height-one prime of A such that PB is a height-two prime of B, so B is not weakly
flat over A.
2.14. PROPOSITION. Let A B be an extension ofKrull domains with PB B
for every height-one prime ideal P ofA and let F denote thefractionfield ofA. Then
B is weaklyflat over A == A F fq B. Moreover, in this setting, these equivalent
conditions imply that A
-
B is height-one preserving.
Proof. The assertion that A F N B implies B is weakly flat over A is Remark
(2.9)(a). A direct proofof this assertion involving primary decomposition ofprincipal
ideals goes as follows: Let P be a height-one prime ideal of A, let a P (0), and
consider an irredundent primary decomposition
aB QI f)’" f) Qs
of the principal ideal aB in the Krull domain B. Since B is a Krull domain, each Qi
is primary for a height-one prime ideal Pi of B. The fact that A F f3 B implies
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A ,-- B flt
(’1 1
A,--Bht-lprea.(2.5),
PDE (2.8b) and PB B, VP
. and PB B, VP
A B ht-1 pr. (2.5), .
and PDE (2.8b)
IA w.f. (2.8)
[a n eor 2.8)
12.8b)
12.10t
IV,ht(O A)1 IA B ht-1 pr. (2.5)
(2 [VP,:IQnA= PI
,’.a pB B == PB t’I A P
(PB # B == :IQIQnA P]
(’) IQIPB
_
Q][PBB
Figure 2. The relationships between properties for extensions of Krull domains
that aA F N aB. Thus, after renumbering, there is an integer s such
that the ideal
Q1CI’"QtMA
is the P-primary component of the ideal aA. Hence for at least one integer
we must have Pi A P. Therefore B is weakly flat over A.
Conversely, if B is weakly flat over A, then since PB B, we have PB t A P
for each height-one prime ideal P of A. It follows that A D F N B and
PD A P, so Ap (A P)-1 D, and D
_
Ap for each height-one prime ideal
P of A. Since A {Ap" P is a height-one prime of A}, we have A D.
The last assertion follows by (2.9a) or (2.10). E]
Let A
-
B be an extension of Krull domains, F the quotient field of A, Q e
Spec(B), ht(Q) 1, P Spec(A), ht(P) 1. Fig. 2 illustrates (2.5)-(2.14):
2.15. Remark. The condition in (2.14) that PB % B for all height-one prime
ideals P of A holds if A
-
B are quasilocal Krull domains with B dominating A,
and so it holds for Rn R as in (2.1).
Summarizing from (2.12) and (2.14), we have the following implications among
the concepts of weakly flat, PDE and idealwise independence in the setting of (2.1):
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2.16. THEOREM.
Then:
Let (R, m) and r rn mR be as in the setting of(2.1).
(1) r rn are idealwise independent over R R[r r.n] R is
weaklyflat.
(2) R[r rn] R satisfies PDE == R[r rn] R is weaklyflat.
Moreover, in view ofpart (c) of (2.9), these assertions also hold with R[r
replaced by its localization R[r Z’n](m,r
In order to demonstrate idealwise independence we develop in the next two sections
the concepts of primary independence and residual algebraic independence, each of
which implies idealwise independence.
3. Primary independence
In this section we introduce primary independence, a concept we show to be
stronger than idealwise independence (in (3.4) and (4.5)). We construct infinitely
many primarily independent elements over any countable excellent normal local do-
main of dimension at least two (in (3.9)).
3.1. Definition: Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local domain. We say that
r rn mR, which are algebraically independent over the fraction field of
R, are primarily independent over R, provided that, for every p.dme ieal P of
S R[r Z’n](m,r rn) such that dim(S/P) < n, the ideal PR is mR-primary.
A countably infinite sequence {ri}i of elements of mR is primarily independent
over R if, for each n r rn are primarily independent over R.
3.2. Remarks. (1) Referring to the diagram, notation and setting of (2.1), primary
independence of rt rn as defined in (3.1) is equivalent to the statement that for
every prime ideal P of S with dim(S/P) < n, the ideal
-
(P’) Pn+ ker()) is
primary for the maximal ideal of Sn.
(2) A subset of a primarily independent set is again primarily independent. For
example, if r rn are primarily independent over R, to see that r rn- are
primarily independent, let P be a prime ideal of Rn_ with dim(Rn/P) < n 1.
Then PR, is a prime ideal of R with dim(Rn/PR) < n, and so PR is primary for
the maximal ideal of R.
3.3. LEMMA. Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local domain of dimension at
least 2, let n be a positive integer, and let S Rn R[r rn](m, rl ), where
r rn are primarily independfl.ent over AR" Let P be a prime ideals, of S such that
dim(S/P) > n + 1. Then (1) PR is notmR-primary, and (2) PR q S P.
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Proof. For the first statement, suppose that dim(S/P) > n + 1 and that PR is
primary for m’. Then, referring to the diagram in (2.1), .-(PR) P,,+ker(.)
is primary for the maximal ideal of S, and hence the maximal ideal of S/P$ is the
radical of an n-generated ideal, a contradiction because $,,/PS,, (S/P) is the
completion of S/P, and dim(S/P) > n + implies that dim(S/P) >_ n + 1.
For the second assertion, note that if dim(S/P) n +. 1, and.P < PR Cl S), then.
dirn(S/(PR C’I S) <_ n, which implies that PR (PR Cl S)R is primary for R,
a contradiction to the first assertion of the lemma. Thus we have PR C S P for
each P such that dim(S/P) n + 1.
If dire(SIP) > n + 1, then P is an intersection of prime ideals P’ of S such that
dim(SIP’) n + 1, say P Cp,zP’. Using the result for P’, we have
P c_ P’M S (Mp,zP’)’f3 S c_ Mp,z(P"tq S) Mp,IP’ =p F1
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be an excellent normal local domain ofdimension
at least 2, let n be a positive integer, and let S R[rl rn]im, r! r,, where
rl rn are primarily independent over R. Then S L N R, where L is the
fraction field of S. Thus r are idealwise independent elements ofR over R.
If {ri }= is a countably infinite sequence ofprimarily independent elements ofmR
over R, then {ri o}i=1 are idealwise independent over R.
Proof. LetPbeaheight-oneprimofS.... Since S is catenary, dim S/P > n+l.
By (3.3.2), PR N S P. Therefore R is weakly flat over S and by (2.16) we have
S= Lf3R. E]
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) and r rn mR be as in (2.1). Let Rn
R[r rn]/,n.ri ,
-
Sn R[tl tn]im,t t,, where t tn are indeter-
minates over R. Then r r, are primarily independent over R ifand only ifone
ofthe equivalent statements (1), (2) or (3) holds:
(1) ForA each.., prime ideal P of Sn such that dim(SniP) > n and eac...h pf/me ideal
P ofSn minimal over PSn, the images oft r tn r in Sn/P generate
an ideal ofheight n in Sn / P.
(2) For each prime ideal P of Sn with dim(SniP) >_ n and each nonnegative
integ < n, every prime ideal Q ofSn minimal over (P, tl r ti-
i- Sn fails to contain ti
(3) For each, ideals. P ofSn such that dim(Sn/P) n, the images oft rl tn
rn in Sn /PSn generate an ideal primaryfor the maximal ideal of Sn /PSn.
Proof. It is clear that (1) and (2) are equivalent, that (1) and (2) imply (3) and
that (3) is equivalent to the primary independence of r rn over R. It remains
to observe that (3) implies (1). For this, let P be a prime ideal of S such that
dim(S,/P) n + h, where h > 0. There exist s Sh Sn such that if
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! (P, s Sh)Sn, then for each minimal prime Q of I we have dim(Sn/Q) = n.
Item (3) implies that the image_s oft.u "l tn rn in Sn /QSn generate an ideal pri-
ma for t.he maximal ideal of Sn /Qsn. It follows that the images...oftUr tn rn
in Sn/I Sn generate an ideal primary for the maximal ideal of Sn/I Sn, and therefore
that the images ofs Sh, tl 1 2n in Sn /PSn are a system ofparamets
for the (n +..h)-.dimensional local ring Sn/PSn. Let P be a minimal prime of PSn.
Then dim(Sn/P) n +..h, and the images of s, Sh, t r t,, rn in the
complete local domain Sn/.P are a system of parameters. It follows that the images
of t r t r,, in S,, /P generate an ideal of height n in fin /. E!
3.6. COROLLARY. With the notation of(2.1) and (3.5) assume that rl rn are
primarily independent over R.
(1) Let I be an ideal of Sn such that dim(S/I) n. Then the ideal (I, tl
r tn rn)Sn is primary to the maximal ideal of Sn.
(2) LetA P Spec(Sn) be a primejdeal withdim(Sn/P) > n. Then. the ideal
W (P, tl "t’l tn rn)Sn has ht(W) ht(P) + n and W n Sn P.
Poof Part (1) is an immediate corollary of (3.5.3) and it follows from (3.5.1) that
ht(W) ht(P) + n. Let ,kn be the restriction to Sn of the canonical homomorphism
." Sn ---> R from (2.1) so that )" S _7_+ Rn. Then dim(Rn/)n(P)) > n, and so by
(3.3.2), .n(P)R n Rn )n(P). Now
Z(Zn(P)n Rn) Z(Xn(P)) P.
To prove the existence of primarily independent elements, we use the follow-
ing prime avoidence lemma over a complete local ring (cf. [Bu, Lemma 3], [WW,
Lemma 10]). We also use this result in two constructions given in Section 4.
3.7. LEMMA. Let (T, n) be a complete local ring ofdimension at least 2, and let
n n2. Assume that I is an ideal ofT containing t, and that bl is a countable set
ofprime ideals of T each of which fails to contain I. Then there exists an element
aInn2suchthatt-au{Q" Q/g}.
Proof. Let {Pi }i=1 be an enumeration of the prime ideals of b/. We may assume
that there are no containment relations between the primes of b/. Choose f n2 n I
so that fl
’
P1. Then choose f2 P n n3 n I so that f f2
’
P2. Note
that f2 P implies fl f2 P. Successively, by induction, choose
Sn P n P2 N... n Pn- n nn+ n I
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so that t- fl fn Uin--_.l Pi for each positive integer n. Then {fl +" "+ fn
is a Cauchy sequence in T which converges to an element a n2. Now
--a (t fl fn) + (fn+ +’"),
where
(t f fn) Pn, (A+I "-’" ") en.
Therefore a Pn, for all n, and a I. r-1
3.8. Remark. Let A B be an extension of Krull domains. If ot is a nonzero
nonunit of B and ct is outside every height-one prime Q of B such that Q fq A # (0),
then cB t’) A (0). In particular, such an element c is algebraically independent
over the fraction field of A.
3.9. THEOREM. Let (R, in) be a countable excellent normal local domain of
dimension at least 2. Then:
(1) There exists r mR which is primarily independent over R.
(2) If rl 3n- inR are primarily independent over R, then there exists
3n inR such that 3 3n-, 3n are primarily independent over R.
(3) Thus there exists an infinite sequence 3 3n inR ofelements which
are primarily independent over R.
Proof. The proof for part (2) also establishes part (1) and part (3). To prove (2),
let t tn be indeterminates over R, and let the notation be as in the setting of (2.1).
Thus we have Sn_ R_1, under the R-algebra isomorphism taking ti
--
3i. Let
denote, the maximal ideal of. We.. show the existence ofa 2 such that, if denotes..
the R-algebra surjection S --> R with kernel (tl 3 t_l 3_, tn a)S,,
then 31 3,,_ together with the image 3 of t under the map . are primarily
independent over R.
Since S, is countable and Noetherian we can enumerate as Pj }jl the prime ideals
of Sn such that dim(Sn/Pj) > n. Let I (tl 31 tn-1 3n-l)Sn-1, and let//
be the set of all prime ideals of Sn R[[t tn]] minimal over ideals of the form
(Pj, I for some Pj; then H is countable and b/since (Pj, I ft, is generated by
n elements over PjS and dim(S,/PjS) > n. By Lemma 3.7 with the ideal I of
that lemma taken to be, there exists an element a 6 2 so that t a is outside ,
for every primeideal...Q 6 H. Let 3,, 6 R denote the image of t, under the R-algebra
surjtion )" S ---> R with kernel (’, tn a). The kernel of Z is also generated
by (I, tn 3)S. Therefore the setting will be as in the diagram of (2.1) after we
establish Claim 1.
Claim 1. (I, tn 3n ) Sn N Sn (0).
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Pro.ofofClaim 1. Since r rn_ are primarily independent, I tq Sn-1 (0)
and ISn tq Sn (0). Let R’n Rn-l[tn](max(Rn_,)t,)). Consider the diagram
S. S.-,[t.lmaxs_,),t) s S,,-,[[t,,ll
R’n Rn-l[tn](max(Rn_,),tn) R[[tn]] (Sn-1/l)[[tn]],
where k S. S./(I S.) is the canonica..l projection.
For Q a prim.e ideal of Sn_...2, w have Q b/ == .I(Q) P, where P is a
prime ideal of R[[tn]]
-
(Sn-l/I)[[tn]] minimal over .1 (Pj)R[[tn]] for somprime
ideal Pj of Sn such that dim(S./Pj) < n. Since tn a is outside every Q eb/,
t. 1 (a) Ll(tn a) is outside every prime ideal P of R[[t.]], such that P is
minimal over kl (Pj)R[[tn]]. Since S. is catenary and dim(S.) n +dim(R), a p.dme
ideal Py of Sn is such that dm(S./Pj) >_ n .== ht(Pj) < dim(R). S.uppose P is a
height-one prime i...deal of R[[t.]] such that P O R P q: (0). Then P is a minimal
prime ideal of P R[[t.]]. But also P .1 (Q), where Q is a height-one prime of S.
and dim(Sn/Q) n +dim(R). -1 > n. Therefore Q {Pj}j=l. Hence by choice of
a,...we have t- L1 (a) 6 P. By Remark 3.8, (t. 1 (a))R[[tn]]) N R’. (0). Hence
(t, t. r.)Sn c S. (0).
Claim 2. Let P be a prime ideal of Sn such that dim(Sn/P) n. Then the ideal
(P, l, t, rn) S,, is fi-primary.
ProofofClaim 2. Let Q P tq S,,_1. Either QS. P, or QS. < P. If
QS,, P, then dm(S._ /Q) n 1 and the primary indendence of rl .2.,r._
implies that (, I) S._ i.primary for the maximal ideal of S._ 1. Therefore Q, I, tn
Z.) S. (P, I, t. rn)S. is -pri.rnary in this case. On the other handz_,if QS. < P,
then dim(S._l/Q) n. Let Q’ be..a .minimal.. prime of (Q, l)Sn-1. By (3.5),
dim(S._l/Q’) 1, ands.hence dim(Sn/Q’S.) 2..The__._primary independence of
rl,.. r.-1 implies that Q’ N Sn-1 Q Therefore Q .n:J[[tn]] 3 Sn QS. < P
so P is not contained in Q’S.:. Therefore dim(S./(P, I)S.)) and our choice of
a implies that (P, , t. rn) S. is -primary.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.9.
3.10. COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be a countable excellent normal local domain
of dimension at least2, and let K denote the fraction fi_..eld of R. Then there exist
rl rn mR such that A K(rl, rE f3 R is an infinite-dimensional
quasilocal (non-Noetherian) domain. In particular,for k a countab...lefield, the local-
ized polynomial ring R k[x, Y](x.y) has such extensions inside R k[[x, y]].
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Proof. By (3.9.3), there exist rl rn mR which are primarily inde-
pendent over R. It follows that A K(I, ’2,...) N R is an infinite-dimensional
quasilocal domain. In particular, A is not Noetherian. El
4. Residual algebraic independence
We introduce in this section a third concept, that of residual algebraic indepen-
dence. Residual algebraic independence is a stronger notion than idealwise indepen-
dence, but is weaker than primary independence. In (4.5) we show that over every
countable normal excellent local domain (R, m) of dimension at least three there
exists an element residually algebraically independent over R, but not primarily in-
dependent over R. In (4.7) and (4.9) we show the existence of idealwise independent
elements that fail to be residually algebraically independent.
4.1. Definition. Let (’, ) be a complete normal local domain and let A be a
Krull subdomain of R such that A R satisfies PDE.
(1) An element r is residually algebraically independent with respect to R
over A provided that r is algebraic...ally independentover the fraction field of
A and for each height-one prime P of R such that P tq A
-
(0), the image of
r in R/P is algebraically independent over the fraction field of A/(P q A).
(2) Elements rl rn are said to be residually algebraically independent
over A if for each 0 _< < n, ri+l is residually algebraically independent over
A[’I ’i].
(3) An infinite sequence {ri} of elements of is residually algebraically in-i=l
dependent over A, if rl rn are residually algebraically independent over
A for each positive integer n.
The following result shows the equivalen of residual algebraic independence for
over A to the PDE property for A[r R.
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let(R, m),r mR beA as in the setting of (2.1) and let A
be a Krull subdomain of R such that A R satisfies PDE. Then is residually
algebraically independent with respect to R over A = A[:] R satisfies PDE.
Proof. Assume A[r] R doest, not satisfy PDE. Then there exists a prime ideal
P of R of height one such that ht(P CIA[r]) > 2. Now ht(P r’l A= 1, since PDE
holds for A R. Thus, with p P C A, we have pA[r] < P C A[z]; that is,
there exists f() P Cl A[r] pA[r], or equivalently there is a nonzero polynomial
f(x) e (A/(P C A )[] so that f(f) 6 in A[r]/( C A[rl), where f denotes
the image of r in R/P. This means that f is algebraic over the quotient field of
A/(P Cl A). Hence r is not residually algebraically independent with respect to R
over A.
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For the converse, assume that A[r] R satisfies PDE and let P be a height-
one prime of R such that P C A p 7 0. Since A[:!. R satisfies PDE,
PNA[] pA[r] and A[]/(pA[]) canonically embeds in RP. Since the image of
r in A[r]/pA[r] is algebraically independent over A/p, it follows that r is residually
algebraically independent with respect to R over .4. rn
4.3. THEOREM. Let (R, m) and rl rn mR be as in the setting of (2.1).
Thefollowing statements are equivalent:
(1) The elements 1 rn are residually algebraically independent with respect
to R over R.
(2) For each 1 <_ < n, if P is a height-one prime ideal of R such that P C
R[z’I z’i-1] 0, then ht(P tq R[II "t’i]) 1.
(3) R[Zl n] --’> satisfies PDE and is weaklyflat.
(4) R[rl rn] R satisfies PDE.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) and of (1) and (4) follows from (4.2). By
(2.16) and part (c) of (2.9), (3) and (4) are equivalent.
4.4. THEOREM. Let (R m) and {’t’i}.m C be as in the setting of(2.1), where/=1
dim(R) > 2 and m is either a positive integer or m o.
(1) If :i }i%1 is primarily independent over R, then ri }i% is residually alge-
braically independent over R.
(2) If {ri }im__l is residually algebraically independent over R, then {’i }im=l is ideal-
wise independent over R.
(3) Ifdim(R) 2, then {ri }im=l is primarily independent over R ifand only if it is
residually algebraically independent over R.
Proof To prove (1), it suffices by (4.3) to show that for each positive integ
n < m, if rl rn are primarily independent over R, then R[rl rn] R
satisfies PDE. Let S R[rl rn]<m, rl rn) and let the notation be as in the diagram
of (2.1)
Let P be a height-one prime ideal of R with P P R
-
(0). Consider
theAideal W.-- (P,.tl rl tn r,)S,. Using the diagram in (2.1) we see., that
Z(W) PR P. By Corollary 3.6.2, ht(W) ht(P) + n. But W
_
(P, tl
rl tn r) .-1 (’) and thus
1 d-n _< ht(P)+ n ht(ff) < ht(x-l(P)) _< ht()+ n q-n.
Therefore ht(P) 1.
The proof of (2) follows from (4.3) and (2.16).
In view of (1), to prove (3), we assume that dim(R) 2 and n < m is a positive
integer such that rl r, are residually algebraically independent over R. Let
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S R[r, rn]tm,, n). By (4.2), S R satisfies PDE. Let P be a prime ideal
of S such that dim(S/P) < n. Since dim(S) n + 2 and S is catenary, it follows that
ht(P) > 2. To show rl rn are primarilyindependent oy..er R, it suffices to show
that PR is primary for the maximal ideal of R. Since dim() = 2, this is equivalent
to showing P is not contained in a height-one prime of R, and this last statement
holds since S R satisfies PDE.
4.5. PROPOSITION. If (R, m) is a countable excellent normal local domain of
dimension at least 3, then there exists an element r E mR which is residually alge-
braically independent over R, but not primarily independent over R.
Proof. We modify.the proof of (3.9). Let be an indeterminate...over R and set
S1 R[t](m.t) so that SI= R[[t]]. Let Q0 be a height-three prime of S that contains._.
and is such that.o QoNS also has height three. Using Lemma 3.7 with I Qo,
there exists a E Q0 f) 2, where is the maximal ideal of ff, so that a o but
a is not in any of the other height-three prime ideals.., ofS that are minimal over.
a height-three prime of.S. Let . be thee surjtion S
-
R with kernel (t a)S1.
Then the image r mR of under X: S
--
R is not primarily independent because
the prime ideal .(Q0)n S , R[r](m,r) is oheight three...and .-..isthe contraction._, to S
of the prime ideal .(Q0) of R. Since (t r)S (t a)S1 c Q0, X(Q0) is of height
two. Therefore r is not primarily independent.
We prove thatA r is residually algebraically independe...nt over R" If P is a height-one
p_..dme ideal of R with P R 0, then the height of P R is and so the height of
P fq S is at most 2. Also .-l() i has height two--since, it’s generated by
the inverse images of the genetors of P and ker(.) (t a)S1.
Suppose that the height of P f3 S 2. Then under the R-isomorphism of SA to S
taking to, P f S corresponds to a heiSt-two prime P of S. We have P c_ fq S
and since Sl is flat over SI, the height of Q S is at most two, so we have P Q fq S.
Let ndenote.the maximal idea.J.1 of S.21, and choose b, nl (P t3 Q0)...and a prime
ideal Q in S1 minimal over (Q, b)S1. Since b , we see that ht(Q) 3 and
ht(Q fq S) 3, because it properly contains P Q N Sl. We have
In S’Qo # Q f) S (ht 3) Q
InSl" P= QCSI(ht2)
InS: PCS(ht2) P
c min (b, Q)S (ht. 3)
Q )- () (P, (t a))S (ht 2)
(ht in R).
But then Q is minimal over a height-three prim.,e (Q o S) of Sl and a Q1.
This implies that Q Qo, and so Q S1 Qo N SI Q0, a contradiction since
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b
’
Q0. We conclude that ht(P n S) 1 and that r is residually algebraically
independent over R.
4.6. Example. The following construction, similar to that in (4.5), shows that
condition (2) in Definition 4.1 is stronger an thee following:(2’) For eachheight-one prime ideal P of R with P .tq R # 0, the images of
rl z,, in R/P are algebraically independent over R/(P f3 R).
Construction. Let R be a countable excellent local unique factorization domain
(UFD) of dimension two, for example R Q[x, Y](x,y). As in (3.9), construct
rl mR primarily independent over R (or equivalently, residually algebraically
independent in this context). Let.S2 =..:R[tl, tE](m,tl,t2), let n denote the maximal ideals.
of $2, and letL/= prime ideals Q of$2 minimal over some ideal ofform (P, tl-31)$2
where P is a prime ideal of $2 with dim(SE/P) _> 2 and P # (tl, t2)$2}. Note that all
the prime ideals in b/have height at most 3 and the ideal I (h, t2, tl 31)$2 is not
contained in ay p.dme ideal in H. By Lemma 3.7, we can choose a e 112 CI I so that
t2
-...a L{ Q" Q e/’/}. Let rE be the image of t2 under the R-algebra surjection
." $2 --> R with kernel (tl 31, t2 a)S2; then ker()0 has height two. As before,
set Ri R[31, 3i](m,,r.i), for/ 1, 2.
Claim 1. 3, 32 do not satisfy (2) of Definition 4.1.
Proofof.Claim 1. Let Q be a primideal of $2 which is minimal over, (t, t2, tl
31,
-a)S2. Then by the choice ofa, Q is minimal over (tL, t2, tl 31)SE. Therefore
ht(Q) _< 3 and 12
_
ker(.). Let P .() in R; then ht(P) _< 1. In fact ht(P)
since. 0 # 31 ,(tl) P. ASince 31 is residually algebraicall.y independent over R,
ht(P Cl R1)
_<...1. But 31 P C.R1, so ht(P QR1) 1 and P N R (0). Now also
32 .(t2) P; thus 31, 32 P Cl RE, so ht(P Cl R2) >_ 2. Thus (2) fails by (4.2).
Claim 2. 31, 32 satisfy (2’) above.
ProofofClaim 2. Suppose P is a height-one prime ideal of R with P f3 R # (0)
and let .-l(’). Then ht(...) 3 and ht(" R)= 1. By the residual algebraic
independence of 31 over R,ht(PCR1) 1, and soht(PClR2) _< 2. Ifht(PClR2) 1,
we are done. Suppose ht(P Cl RE) 2. We have
Thus Qf3S2 P is a prime ideal ofheight 2, and ht(ns1) 1. Also, P (tl, t2)$2
because (tl, tE)SE C R (0). But this means that Q /,/since Q is minimal over
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(P, tl rl)S2 where P is a prime of $2 with dim(S2/P) 2 and P % (tl, t2)$2.
This contradicts the choice of a and establishes that (2’) holds.
Following a suggestion of the referee, we present in (4.7) a method to obtain an
idealwise independent element that fails to be residually algebraically independent.
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let (R, rn) be a countable excellent local UFD ofdimension
at least two. Assume there exists a height-o..ne prime P ofR such that P is contained
in at least two distinct height-one prirnes P and Q of R. Also assume that P is not
the radical of a principal ideal in R. Then there exists r mR that is idealwise
independent but not residually algebraically independent over R.
Proof Let be an indeterminate over R andsetS1 R[t](m,t) sothatS1 R[[t]].
Let denote the maximal ideal ofSl..
Using Lemma 3.7 with I (P, t)Sl and/a .p Spec(S) P 5 I, ht(p) <
2, and p minimal over p N S}, ther..e exists a (P, t)S1 N 2, such that a{Plp, e }, bu a (P, t)Sl. That is, if a p, for some prime ideal
p% (P t)S1 of $1 with ht(p) < 2, then ht(p) > ht(p S). Let ) be the surjection
$1
--
R with kernel (t a)S1. By construction, (t a)S1 tq S (0). Therefore the
restriction of to S maps S1 isomorphically onto S R[z](m,r), where .(t) r
mR is algebraically independent over the fraction field of R.
That r is not residually algebraically independent over R follows because the prime
ideal Z((P, t) SI (, r)S has height two.and is the contractionA toS of theprie
ideal ((P, t)S) P of R. Since (t r)S (t a)S c_ (P, t)S1, )((P, t)S1)
has height one and equals . Therefore r is not residually algebraically independent
over R.
Our choice of a insures that each height-one prime other than of
"
has
the property that ht( N S) < 1. We show that r is idealwise independent over R
b showing each height-one prime of S is the contraction of a height-one prime of
R. Let p" S1
--
S denote the restriction of .. For q a height-one prime of S, let
ql .= p-1 (q) denote the corresponding height-one prime of $1. Then (ql, a)l
is an ideal of height two. Let wx be a height-two prime of S containing (q, a).
If ql is not contained in (P, t)S, then by the choice of a, w N S has height at
most one. Therefore Wl $1 q. Let w .(wl). Then w is a height-one prime
of R and w 3 S q.
ThereforeA each height-one prime q of S such that ql= tp
-
(q) is.not.contained
in (P, t)S1 is the contraction of a height-one prime of R. Since .((P, t)S) f S
(P, r)S, it remains to considerheight-one primes q of S such that q
___
(P, r)S. By
construction we have PS Q fq S. Let q be a height-one prime of S such that
q PS and q_ (P, r)S. Since R is a UFD, S is a UFD and q fS for an element
f q.Since P is not the radical of a principal ideal, there exists a height-one prime
-
Pof’suchthatf e’. Sinceht(fqS) < 1, wehave’S fS q.
Therefore r is idealwise independent over R. E]
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4.8. Remark. A specific example of a countable excellent local UFD having a
height-one prime P satisfying the conditions in (4.7) is R k[x, y, z]x,y,z, where k
is the algebraic closure of the field Q and z2 x3 + yT. That R is a UFD is shown in
[Sa, page 32]. Since z xy is an irreducible element of R, the ideal P (z xy)R is
aheight-one prime of R. It is observed in [HL, pages 300301 that in the completion
R of R there exist distinct height-one primes P and Q lying over P. Moreover,
the blowup of P has a unique exceptional prime divisor and this exceptional prime
divisor is not on theblowup of an -primary ideal. Therefore P is not the radical of
a principal ideal of R.
In (4.9) we present an alternative method to obtain idealwise independent elements
that are not residually algebraically independent.
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be a countable excellent local UFD ofdimension
at least two. Assume there exists a height-one,rime Po ofRsuch that Po is contained
in at least two distinct height-one primes P and Q of R. Also assume that the
Henselization (Rh, mh) of R is a UFD. Then there exists r E In that is idealwise
independent but not residually algebraically independent over R.
Proof. Since R is excellent, P "= ff N Rh and Q := q Rh are distinct height-
one primes of Rh with P
"
’, and Q
"
. Let x Rh be such that xRh P.
Theorem 3.9 implies there exists y mR that is primarily independent and hence
residually algebraically independent over Rh.
We show that r xy is idealwise independent but not residually algebraically
independent over R. Since x is nonzero and algebraic over R, xy is algebraically
independent over R. Let S R[xy](m,xy). Then S is a UFD and P f3 S xR S D__
(Po, xy)S has height at least two in S. Therefore by (4.3), xy is not residually
algebraically independent over R.
Since y is idealwise independent over Rh, every height-one prime ofthe polynomial
ring Rh[y] contained in the maximal ideal n (inh,. y)Rh[y] is the contraction of a
height-one prime of ’. To show xy is idealwise independent over R, it suffices to show
every prime element w 6 (in, xy)R[xy] is such that wR[xy] is the contraction of a
height-one prime of Rh[y] contained in n. If w (P, xy)Rh[xy], then the constant
term of w as a polynomial in Rh[xy] is in mh P. Thus w n and w xRh[y].
Since Rh[xy][1/x] Rh[y][1/x] andxRh[y] Rh[xy] (x, xy)Rh[xy], it follows
that there is a prime factor u of w in Rh[xy] such that u n xRh[y]. Then uRh[y]
is a height-one prime of Rh[y] and uRh[x] f"l Rh[xy] uRh[xy]. Since Rh[xy] is
faithfully fiat over R[xy], it follows that u Rh[y] I") R[xy] wR[xy].
We have QRh[xy] QRh[y] fq Rh[xy] and QRh[xy] f-) R[xy] PoR[xy].
Thus it remains to show, for a prime element w E (in, xy)R[xy] such that w
(P, xy)Rh[xy] and wR[xy] PoR[xy], that wR[xy] is the contraction of a height-
one prime of Rh contained in n. Since (P, xy)Rh[xy] fq R[xy] (P0, xy)R[xy], it
follows that w is a nonconstant polynomial in R[xy] and the constant term w0 of w
is in P0. In the polynomial ring Rh[y] we have to xnv, where v xRh[y]. If v0
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denotes the constant term of v as a polynomial in Rh[y], then xnvo wo Po c_ R
implies xnvo Q c_ Rh. Since x Rh- Q, we must have v0 e Q and hence
v n. Also v x Rh[y] implies there is a height-one prime ideal v of Rh[y] with
v v and x
’
v. Then, since Rh[y]v is a localization of Rh[xy], v fq Rh[xy] is
a height-one prime of Rh[xy] that is contained in (mh, xy)Rh[xy]. It follows that
v f) Rh[xy] wRh[xy] which completes the proof of (4.9). E!
4.10. Remark. For a specific example of (4.9), take R to be the localized poly-
nomial ring in two variables over a countable field k where k has characteristic not
equal to 2,say R k[s, t](s,t). Then P0 (s2 2 t3)R is a height-one prime of
R and PoR (s2 2 t3)k[[s, t]] is the product of two distinct height-one primes
of R.
5. Idealwise independence and flatness
This section contains more results relating idealwise independence, residual al-
gebraic independence, and primary independence. We describe all three notions
in terms of flatness of certain localizations of the canonical embedding b: Rn
R[rl Z’n](m,r, rn) R. We start with an easy characterization of weakly fiat
and PDE morphisms.
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let b A B be an injective morphism ofKrull domains.
(1) b is weaklyflat ifand only iffor every height-one prime ideal P Spec(A)
such that PB B there is a height-one prime ideal Q Spec(B) with
P c_ Q f A such that the induced morphism on the localizations
(Q" AQA BQ
isfaithfullyflat.
(2) satisfies PDE if and only iffor every Q Spec(B) with ht(Q) 1 the
induced morphism on the localizations
)Q" AQA BQ
isfaithfullyflat.
Proof In both (1) and (2) we use the fact that for each height-one prime P e
Spec(A) the induced morphism t,: A, (A p)-i B is flat (a domain extension
ofaDVR is always fiat); and t, is faithfully fiat : P(A- P)-B (A- p)-i B
which is equivalent to the existence of a prime in B lying over P in A.
For the proofof (1), to see (:=:), we use the fact thatQ a faithfully flat morphism
implies Q satisfies the going-down property (see (5.5.1)). Hence Q f3 A is of height
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one, so P Q tq A, and thus PB f3 A P. For (==), suppose P e Spec(A) has
height one and i is weakly flat. Then (2.10) implies the existence of Q Spec(B)
of height one such that Q tq A P. Since BQ is a localization of (A p)-l B, we
see that Q is faithfully fiat.
For the proof of (2), (==) is clear by the remark above, and (==) follows from
the fact that a faithfully flat morphism satisfies the going-down property. El
5.2. COROLLARY. Let (R, m) and "t" ff be as in the setting of (2.1),
and let
"
Rn R[rl rn](m, rl n)
-
R denote the canonical embedding.
Then:
(1) "t" n are idealwise independent over Rifand only ifor every height-one
prime ideal P ofRn there is a prime ideal Q c_ R with Q tq Rn P such that
the induced morphism ofthe localizations
Q: (Rn)p R
isfaithfullyflat.
(2) Zl , are residuallyalgebraic independent over R ifand only iffor every
height-one prime ideal Q c_ R the induced morphism ofthe localizations
isfaithfullyflat.
In order to describe primary inde.p..endence in terms of flatness of certain localiza-
tions of the embedding q: Rn R, we introduce the following definition:
5.3. Definition. Let: A B be an injective morphism of commutative rings
and let k N be an integer with 1 <_ k <_ d dim(B) where d is an integer or
d o. Then is called locallyfiat in height k--LFk for short--if for every prime
ideal Q Spec(B) with ht(Q) _< k the induced morphism on the localizations
Q" AQA ---> BQ
is faithfully flat.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of (5.1):
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let
"
A ---> B be an injective morphism ofKrull domains.
Then b satisfies PDE ifand only ifqb satisfies L F1.
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5.5. Remarks. We use the following results on flatness.
(1) Let: A B be an injective morphism of commutative rings. Suppose that
satisfies LFk. Then for every Q Spec(B) with ht(Q) < k we have ht(Q fq A) <
ht(Q) [M3, Theorem 4, page 33].
(2) Let A be a Noetherian ring, I an ideal in A, and M an l-adically ideal-separated
A-module. Then M is A-fiat = (i) M/IM is (A/l)-flat, and (ii) I A M IM
[M1, part (1) (3) of Theorem 22.3].
5.6. THEOREM. Let (R, m) and r rn ff be as in the setting of (2.1).
Suppose that dim(R) d. Then:
(1) The elements r rn are residually algebraically independent over R ==
qb" Rn R[rl rn]rn, rl .) R satisfies LF.
(2) The elements r rn are primarily independent over R = : Rn
R[r Zn]m,r . R satisfies LFd-1.
Proof.. For (1) apply (5.4) ands.. (4.2). To prove in (2), let Q e Spec(R)
with ht(Q) < d 1. Put Q Q N R and P Q f3 R Q f3 R. We show that the
induced morphism
qQ: (Rn)Q R
is faithfully flat. By (5.5.2), we have to verify two conditions:
(a) The morphism
-: (R,,/.P R.) a
-
(R"/PR)- is faithfully flat.
(b) P(R,)Q ((Rn) R PR.
Proof of (a). We observe that the ring (Rn/PRn)a is a localization of the poly-
nomial ring k(P)[Vl ’n] w...here.k(P) Rp/PRp. Hence the ring (Rn/PRn)p
is regular and so is the ring (R/PR), since R is excellent. In particular, the ring
(R/PR)-’ is Cohen-Macaulay, and [M1, Theorem 23.1] applies. Therefore we only
need to show the following dimension formula:
dim(R/PR) dim(gn/Pgn)Q + dim(R/QR)-’.
Since QR is contained in Q and ht(Q) _< d
-1, pdm.ary independence implies that
dim(Rn/Q) > n. (If dim(Rn/Q) <_ n, then QR is mR-pdmar.)
By Corol)ry 3.6.2, e...very minimal prime divisor W 6 Spec(R) of QR hast(W)
ht(Q). Let W 6 Spec(R) be a minimal prime divisor of QR contained in Q. Then
dim(R/QR)-ff dim(R-) ht(QR-)
dim(R-) ht(W)
dim(R-) ht(Q(Rn)Q)
dim(R’) ht(PR-) (ht(Q(Rn)Q) ht(P(Rn)Q))
dim((R/PR)) dim((R./PR.)Q).
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Proofof(b). Since Rp (R P)-I(Rn) is a flat extension we have
P(Rn)Q PRt, (R)R, (Rn)Q.
Therefore
P(Rn)Q (R)(Rn)Q R (PRt, (R)Re (Rn)Q) (R),) R PRt, (R)Re R PR
where the last isomorphism is implied by the flatness of the canonical morphism
Re R. I"1
For == ...f (2), let P Spec(Rn) b a prime ideal with dim(R,,/P) <_ n.
Sup.pose that P..R is not -primary ands. let Q
___
PR be a minimal prime divisor of
PR. Then ht(Q) _< d- 1. Put Q Q R,,. Then LF_ implies that the morphism
4’: (R.) R"
is faithfully flat. Hence by going-down (5.5.1), ht(Q) < d 1. But P c__ Q and R,,
is catenary, so d > ht(Q) > ht(P) >_ d, a contradiction, ffl
5.7. Remark. The results above yield a different proof of statements (1) and
(3) of Theorem 4.4, that primarily independent elements are residually algebraically
independent and that in dimension two, the two concepts are equivalent. Consid-
ering again our basic setting from (2.1), with d dim(R), Theorem 5.6 equates
the LFd_I condition on the extension Rn R[r rn](m,l ,) R, to
the primary independence of the ri. Also Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 4.3 yield
that residual algebraic independence of the ri is equivalent to the extension Rn
R[r r,,]m, ,) R satisfying LF. Clearly LFi LFi_, for/ > 1,
and if d dim(R) 2, then LFd- LF1.
5.8. Remark. In the setting of (2.1), ifl r,, are primarily independent over
and dim(R) d, then q: R R satisfies LFd_, but not LFd; that is,
fails to be faithfullyflat. (Faithful flatness would imply going-down and hence
dim(Rn) < d dim(R).)
5.9. Remark. By a modification of Example 2.13, it is possible to obtain, for
each integer d > 2, a local injective morphism tp: (A, m) ----> (B, n) of normal
local Noetherian domains with B essentially of finite type over A, q(m)B n,
and dim(B) d such that tp satisfies LFd_, but fails to be faithfully flat over
A. Let k be a field and let x Xd, y be indeterminates over k. Let A be
the localization of k[x Xd, xy Xdy] at the maximal ideal generated by
(Xl Xd, xy Xdy), and let B be the localization of A[y] at the prime ideal
(Xl xd)A[y]. Then A is a (d + 1)-dimensional normal local domain and B is a
d-dimensional regular local domain birationally dominating A. For any nonmaximal
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prime Q of B we have BQ AQnA. Hence : A B satisfies LFd_, but is
not faithfully flat since dim(B) < dim(A). However, this example of a local LFk-
morphism which fails to be faithfully flat also fails to be height-one preserving. As
Proposition 2.7 shows the morphisms studied in this paper are automatically height-
one preserving, and we believe that this condition is central for our investigations. We
do not have an example of a local algebra extension essentially of finite type which
is both LFk and height-one preserving, but fails to be faithfully flat.
6. Composition, base change and polynomial extensions
In this section we investigate idealwise independence, residual algebraic indepen-
dence, and primary independence under polynomial ring extensions and localizations
of these polynomial extensions.
We start with a more general situation. Consider the following commutative
diagram of commutative rings and injective morphisms"
C
We see in (6. l) that many of the properties of injective morphisms we consider are
stable under composition of morphisms.
6.1. PROPOSITION.
ofcommutative rings.
Let dp" A --, B and
"
B --, C be injective morphisms
(1) If cp and satisfy L Fk, then pcp satisfies L Fk.
(2) If C is Noetherian, ap is faithfully fiat and the composite map cp satisfies
L Fk, then cp satisfies LF.
(3) Let A, B and C be Krull domains. Assume thatfor each height-one prime Q
of B, QC 5/: C. If and ap are height-one preserving (respectively weakly
fiat), then is height-one preserving (respectively weaklyflat).
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that a flat morphism satisfies
going-down [M3, Theorem 4, page 33]. For (2), since C is Noetherian and p is
faithfully flat, B is Noetherian. Let Q Spec(B) with ht(Q) d _< k. We show
0.: AQnA BO. is faithfully flat. By localization of B and C at B Q, we
may assume that B is local with maximal ideal Q. Since C is faithfully flat over B,
QC C. Let Q’ Spec(C) be a minimal prime of QC. Since C is Noetherian and
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B is local with maximal ideal Q, we have ht(Q’) < d and Q’ f3 B Q. Since the
composite map satisfies L Fk, the composite map
Q
AQ’CA AQtaA -"+ BQ BQ’taB CQ,
is faithfully fiat. This and the faithful flatness of lrQ," BQ,tB CQ, implies that
Q is faithfully flat [M3, (4.B) page 27].
For (3), let P be a heightrone prime of A such that PC C. Then PB B so if
b and ap are height-one preserving then there exists a height-one prime Q of B such
that PB c_ Q. By assumption, QC C (and ap is height-one preserving), so there
exists a height-one prime Q’ of C such that QC c_ Q’. Hence PC c_ Q’.
Now if and are weakly fiat, by (2.10) there exists a height-one prime Q of B
such that Q N A P. Again by assumption, QC C, thus weakly flatness of r
implies QC tq B Q. Now
P c_C_ PCNA C_ QCfqA QCfqBOA QfqA-- P.
6.2. Remark. If in (6.1.3) the Krull domains B and C are quasilocal and @ is a
local morphism, then clearly QC C for each height-one prime Q of B.
Ifa morphism . ofKrull domains is faithfully flat, then . is a height-one preserving,
weakly flat morphism which satisfies condition LFk for every integer k N. Thus
if : A B and ap" B C are injective morphisms of Krull domains, such
that one of or @ is faithfully flat and the other is weakly flat (respectively height-
one preserving or satisfies L Fk), then the composition @ is again weakly flat
(respectively height-one preserving or satisfies L Fk). Moreover, if the morphism @
is faithfully flat, we also obtain the following converse to (6.1.3):
6.3. PROPOSITION. Let : A B and ap" B C be injective morphisms
ofKrull domains. Suppose that the morphism isfaithfullyflat. If is height-one
preserving (respectively weakly flat), then p is height-one preserving (respectively
weaklyflat).
Proof Suppose that P is a height-one prime ideal of A such that PB
-
B.
Since p is faithfully fiat, PC y C, so if @ is height-one preserving, then there
exists a height-one prime ideal Q’ of C containing PC. Now Q Q’ f3 B has height
one by going-down for fiat extensions, and PB c_ Q’ (3 B Q, so is height-one
preserving. The proof of the weakly flat statement is similar, using (2.10). [3
Next we consider a commutative square of commutative rings and injective mor-
phisms:
A’ B’
A -> B.
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6.4. PROPOSITION.
Let k e N. Then:
In the diagram above, suppose that Iz and v arefaithfullyflat.
(1) (Ascent) Suppose B’ B (A A’, or a localization of B (A A’, and v is the
canonical morphism associated with this tensor product. If ok: A ------> B
satisfies LFk, then p’: A’ ---> B’ satisfies LFk.
(2) (Descent) IfB’ is Noetherian and p’: A’ B’ satisfies LFk, then p: A ---->
B satisfies L Fk.
(3) (Descent) Suppose that the rings A, A’, B and B’ are Krull domains. If
p’: A’ ----> B’ is height-onepreserving (respectively weaklyflat), then cp" A ---->
B is height-one preserving (respectively weaklyflat).
Proof. For (1), assume that p satisfies L Fk; let Q’ e Spec(B’) with ht(Q’) < k.
Put Q (v)-I(Q’), P’ (p,)-l(Q,), and P =/z-l(P’) tp-l(Q) and consider
the commutative diagrams
A’ B’ A’p,
A B Ap
dpQ
BQ,
VQpT
BQ.
The flatness of v implies that ht(Q) < k and so by assumption, Q is faithfully flat.
The ring B, is a localization of BQ (Ae Ap and BQ is faithfully fiat over Ap implies
B, is faithfully flat over A,,.
For (2), by (6.1.1), p’/z wp satisfies L Fk. Now by (6.1.2), tp satisfies L Fk.
Item (3) follows immediately from the assumption that/z and v are faithfully fiat
morphisms and hence going-down holds [M3, Theorem 4, page 33].
Next we examine the situation for polynomial extensions.
6.5. PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) and {ri }i%1
--
be as in the setting of (2.1),
where m is either an integer or m o, and the dimension of R is at least 2. Let z
be an indeterminate over R. Then"
(1) r }i% is residually algebraically independent over R ri }i%1 is resid-
ually algebraically independent over R[z](m,z).
(2) If {ri}im=l is idealwise independent over R[z](m,z), then {ri}im= is idealwise
independent over R.
Proof. Letne N be an integer with n < mandputRn R[’I Z’n](m,q rn)"
Let tp" R, R and lz" R, -----> R,[z] be the inclusion maps. We have the following
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commutative diagram:
Rn[z]maxtCn,z R’= R[z](,z
Rn R.
The ring R’ is a localization of the tensor product R (R)R, Rn[z] and Proposition 6.4
applies. Thus, for (1), 4 satisfies., LF1 if and only if 4.’ satisfies LF. Since the
inclusion map of R’ R[z](,z to its completion R[[z]] is faithfully fiat, we
obtain equivalences
q satisfies LF == dp’ satisfies L F1 qb’ satisfies LF.
For (2), if the ri are idealwise independence over R[z](m,z), the morphism 4’ is
weakly flat. Thus 4’ is weakly flat and the statement follows by (6.1). El
We also obtain:
6.6. PROPOSITION. Let A B be an extension of Krull domains such thatfor
each height-one prime P Spec(A) we have PB 56 B, and let Z be a (possibly
uncountable) set ofindeterminates over A. Then A ,- B is weaklyfiat ifand only if
A[Z]
-
B[Z] is weaklyflat.
Proof Let F denote the fraction field of A. By (2.14), the extension A B
is weakly fiat if and only if F N B A. Thus the assertion follows from F f) B
A F(Z) f) B[Z] A[Z]. I-1
6.7. Remark. It would be interesting to know whether the converse of (6.5.2) is
true. It is unclear that a localization of a weakly flat.morphism is again weakly flat. In
other words: Does there exist a weakly flat morphism 4: A B of Krull domains
and a height-one prime P 6 Spec(A) such that PB has a minimal prime divisor Q
with ht(Q) > ?
If so, the map A
-
BQ fails to be weakly flat. Note that if P is the radical of a
principal ideal, then each minimal prime divisor of PB is of height one.
6.8. Remark. Primary independence never lifts to polynomial rings. To see that
r mR fails to be primarily independent over R[z]m,z), observe that mR[z]m,z)
is a dimension-one prime ideal that extends to mR[[z]], which also has dimension
one and is not (m, z)-primary in R[[z]]. Alternatively, in the language of locally flat
morphisms, if the elements ’i }im= c_ are primarily independent over R, then (6.1)
implies that the morphism
qb’" Rn[Z](max(Rn),z) R[[z]]
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satisfies condition LFd- where d dim(R) For 17 }m to be primarily independenti=l
over R[z]m,z), however, the morphism t#’ has to_satisfy L Fd, since dimR[z]<n,z)
d + 1. Using (6.1) again this forces #" Rn R to satisfy condition LFd and thus
t# is flat, which can happen only if n 0. This is an interesting phenomenon; the
construction of primarily independent elements involves all parameters of the ring R.
In the remainder ofthis section we consider localizations ofpolynomial extensions
so that the dimension does not increase. Theorem 6.9 gives a method to obtain
residually algebraically independent and primarily independent elements over an
uncountable excellent local domain. In (6.9) we make use of the fact that if A is a
Noetherian ring and Z is a set ofindeterminates over A, then the ring A(Z) obtained by
localizing the polynomial ring A[Z] at the multiplicative system ofpolynomials whose
coefficients generate the unit ideal of A is again a Noetherian ring [GH, Theorem 6].
6.9. THEOREM. Let (R, m) and {ri }i%1 be as in the setting of (2.1), where
m is either an integer or m o, and dim(R) d >_ 2. Let Z be a set (possibly
uncountable) ofindeterminates over R and let R(Z) R[Z]mttzl). Then:
(1) ri }i% isprimarily independentover R : {’l im= isprimarily independent
over R Z).
(2) {’t’i}im=l is residually algebraically independent over R == {’t’i}im=l is resid-
ually algebraically independent over R(Z).
(3) If {Z’i}im__l is idealwise independent over R(Z), then {’t’i}im=l is idealwise inde-
pendent over R.
Proof Let n N be an integer with n _< m, put Rn= R[z’I ’n](m,r
and let n denote the maximal ideal of Rn. Let tp" Rn ---> R and/z: Rn
--
Rn(Z)
R[Z]nRntZl be the inclusion maps. We have the following commutative diagram:
Rn(Z) R(Z)
Rn R.
The ring R(Z) is a localization of the tensor product R (R)t Rn[Z] and Proposition 6.4
applies. Thus, for (1), # satisfies LFd- if and only if q satisfies L Fd-l. Similarly,
for (2), $ satisfies LF1 if and only if t#’ satisfies LF.
Since the inclusion map $ taking R(Z) to its completion is faithfully fiat, we
obtain these equivalences:
t# satisfies LFk =, ok’ satisfies LFk ==, pt#’ satisfies L Fk.
Since primary independence is equivalent to LFd- by (5.6) and residual algebraic
independence is equivalent to L F1 by (5.4), statements (1) and (2) follow.
For (3), if the ri are idealwise independence over R(Z), the morphism pt#’ is
weakly fiat. Thus t#’ is weakly fiat and the statement follows by (6.1).
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6.10. COROLLARY. Letk be a countablefield, let Z be an uncountable set ofinde-
terminates over k and let x, y be additional indeterminates. Let R k(Z)[x, Y](x,y).
Then R is an uncountable excellent normal local domain and,form a positive integer
or m oo, there exist m primarily independent elements (and hence also residually
algebraically and idealwise independent elements) over R.
Proof Apply (3.9), (4.4) and (6.9). E!
7. Passing to the Henselization
In this section we investigate idealwise independence, residual algebraic indepen-
dence, and primary independence as we pass from R to the Henselization Rh of R. In
particular, we show in Proposition (7.5) that for a single element r mR the notions
of idealwise independence and residual algebraic independence coincide if R Rh.
This implies that for every excellent normal local Henseli.an domain of dimension 2
all three concepts coincide for an element r mR; that is, r is idealwise independent
r is residually algebraically independent r is primarily independent.
We use the commutative square of(6.4) and obtain the following result forHenseliza-
tions.
7.1. PROPOSITION. Let b: (A, m) ,--> (B, n) be an injective local morphism
of normal local Noetherian domains, and let ph. Ah ____> Bh denote the induced
morphism ofthe Henselizations. Then:
(1) q satisfies LFk == h satisfies LFk,for each k with <_ k < dim(B).
Thus, in particular, b satisfies PDE : h satisfies PDE.
(2) (Descent) Ifh is height-one preserving (respectively weakly fiat), then b is
height-one preserving (respectively weaklyflat).
Using shorthand and diagrams, we show (7.1) schematically:
l$ ht-1 pres Sh ht-1 pres <. ]$ w.f.
Proofof(7.1). Consider the commutative diagram
h
Ah Bh
A B
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where/z and v are the faithfully flat canonical injections [N, (43.8), page 182]. Since
$ is injective and A is normal, sh is injective. By (6.4.2), (5.4) and (6.4.3) we need
only show (=,) in (1).
Let Q’ Spec(Bh) with ht(Q’) < k. Put Q Q’ f B, P’ Q’ N Ah, and
P P’ fq A. We consider the localized diagram
At, BQ.
The faithful flatness of v implies ht(Q) _< k.
In order to show that ," A, B, is faithfully flat, we apply (5.5.2). First
note that P’ is a minimal prime divisor of PAh and that (Ah /PAh) p, (Ah /P’) p,
is a field [N, (43.20)]. Thus
(hQ,. (Ah/pAh)p, .__...> (nh/pnh)Q,
is faithfully flat and it remains to show that
pAhp, (Aht,, BhQ,
--
PB,
This can be seen as follows:
by flatness of /z
by flatness of CQ
by flatness of v.
7.2. COROLLARY. Let (R, m) and {Ti}i% be as in the setting of(2.1), where m
is either a positive integer or m cx and dim(R) d >_ 2. Then"
(1) vi }i% isprimarily independentover R : 15 }i% isprimarily independent
over Rh
m(2) {ri}.m,= is residually algebraically independent over R == {ri}i=l is resid-
ually algebraically independent over Rh
(3) (Descent) If {’ci }im=l is idealwise independent over Rh then {:i }im=l is idealwise
independent over R.
Proof. For (1) and (2) it suffices to show the equivalence for every positive
integer n < m. Note that the local rings Rn R[v rn](m, 3,) and Rn
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Rh[v:l Z’n](na, .) have the same Henselization which we denote Rnh. Also
Rn
_
Rn. By (5.6) and (7.1)"
r ,, are primarily (respectively residually algebraically) independent over
R
Rn R satisfies L Fd-1 (respectively LF.)
R,h ’= h satisfies LFa_ (respectively LF1)
: Rn R satisfies LF_I (respectively LF).
The third statement on idealwise independence follows from (6.4.3) by considering
b
Rn R
Rn R.
7.3. Remark. The examples given in (4.7) and (4.9) show the converse to part
(3) of (7.2) fails; weak flatness need not lift to the Henselization. With the notation
of (7.1), if q is weakly flat, then for every P Spec(A) of height one with PB B
there exists by (2.10), Q Spec(B) of height one such that P Q N A. In the
Henselization Ah of A, the ideal PAh is a finite intersection of height-one prime
ideals P/’ of Ah IN, (43.20)]. Only one of the P/’ is contained in Q. Thus as in
(4.7) and (4.9), one of the minimal prime divisors P/’ may fail the condition for weak
flatness.
Let R be an excellent normal local domain and let K, respectively Kh, denote the
fraction fields of R, respectively Rh Let L be an intermediate field with K c_C_ L c_ gh
It is shown in [R4] that the intersection ring T L N R is an excellent local normal
domain with Henselization Th Rh. Excellent, Henselian, local, normal domains
are algebraically closed in their completion and we. obtain the next result.
7.4. COROLLARY. Let (R,m) and {ri}im=l be as in the setting of(2.1), where m
denotes a positive integer or m o. Suppose that T is a local Noetherian domain
dominating and algebraic over R and dominated by R with R T. Then:
(1) 75 im= isprimarily independent over R r ira= isprimarily independent
over T.
(2) {zi }im= is residually algebraically independent over R {ri }im__ is resid-
ually algebraically independent over T.
(3) If zi }im=l is idealwise independentover T, then Zi }im= is idealwise independent
over R.
Proof. As mentioned above, R and T have a common Henselization and the
statement follows by (7.2). ff]
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We have seen in (4.4) that if r mR is residually algebraically independent over
R, then z is idealwise independent over R. In Proposition 7.5 we show that if R
is Henselian or, more generally, if height-one prime ideals of R do not split in the
completion of R, then idealwise indepe2dence and residual algebraic independence
are equivalent for a single element in R. There is an example in [AHW] of a normal
local domain R which is not Henselian but for each prime ideal P of R of height-one,
the domain R/P is Henselian.
7.5. PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) and be as in the setting of(2.1). Suppose
R has the property that for each P Spec(R) with ht(P) 1, the ideal PR is
prime. Then r is residually algebraically independent over R == r is idealwise
independent over R.
In particular, if R is Henselian or ifRP is Henselianfor each height-one prime
P of R, then r is residually algebraically independent over R == r is idealwise
independent over R.
Proof. By (4.4) it is enough to show r idealwise, independent ==:, r isresidually
algebraicly independent. Let... P Spec(R) such that ht(P) 1 and P f R # 0.
Then ht(P f R) 1 and (P fq R)R1 is a jrime ideal ofAR1 R[ of height 1.
Idealwiseindependence. of r implies that (.P t3 )RI
----
(P q.R)RR (q. Since
(P tq R)R is nonzero and prime, we have P (P N R)R and P tq R (P N R)R.
Therefore ht(P R1) and Theorem 4.3.2 implies that r is residually algebraically
independent over R.
For the last statement, suppose that P is a height-one prime of R such that R/P is
Henselian. Then the integral closure of the domain R/P in its fraction field is again
local, in fact an excellent normal local domain and so analytically normal. But this
implies that the extended ideal PR is prime, because of the behavior of completions
of finite integral extensions IN, (17.7), (17.8)].
Apparently (7....5) cannot be extended to more than one algebraically independent
element r mR, because even when R is Henselian, the localized polynomial ring
R[r]m,r fails to be Henselian.
7.6. COROLLARY. IfR is an excellent Henselian normal local domain ofdimen-
sion 2, then r is idealwise independent over R r is residually algebraically
independent over R = r is primarily independent over R.
Proof. This follows from (7.5) and (4.4.3).
8. Summary diagram for the independence concepts
With the notation of (2.1) for R, m, Rn, T1 Tn, letd dim(R), L the quotient
field of R,,, p Spec(Rn) such that dim(R,,/p) < d 1, P Spec(R) with
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5.3, Vp, pi is m-prima,’y 1.- ’"") I’r prim.
,.,.,I 1
I,.,I ,.,.,I l" ’" i,.
(2.12) I (4.4.2) (4.4.2)
!:,I {.’.3’.- Ii
Figure 3. Independence concepts and results
ht(P) 1, e Spec(R’) with ht(P’) 1, Rh the Henselization of R in R’, T a local
Noetherian domain dominating and algebraic over R and dominatedby R with R T,
z an indeterminate over the quotient field of R and Z a possibly uncountable set of
set of indeterminates over the quotient field of R. Then we have the implications in
Fig. 3. We use the abbreviations "prim. ind.", "res. ind." and "idw. ind" for"primarily
independent", "residually independent" and "idealwise independent".
Note. R. --> R is always height-one preserving by (2.7).
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